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Editorial
The slowdown in Indian economy moderated growth in FY19 to 6.8%, lower than 7.2% in FY18.  IMF predicted 
India’s growth for FY20 at 7.3% and 7.5% for FY21, which is 20bps lower than estimates and still continues to be 
the fastest growing economy in the world. 

The budget tried to adhere to the stated �scal consolidation path of achieving de�cit target of 3% by FY21. The 
focus was to drive growth and re-capitalize banks and NBFC one time government provision may help reduce 
stress in the sector. Overall this budget was a balanced budget with focus in investment.

In the cover story, we have discussed about the tax structure changes after the budget.

In the ‘Sector update’, we have covered about Infrastructure sector. Under ‘Learn a Term’ we will be learning 
about few debt terms frequently used in �xed income markets.

Happy Investing!!
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Fixed income market has cheered the budget as the government adhered to �scal consolidation despite 

the pressure for running the higher de�cit. Market borrowings projection of `7.1trillion and 

`4.2 trillion has been adhered.  There was also an announcement for proposal of dollar bonds and more 

clarity is awaited on this decision and borrowings for FY20 does not pencil any foreign currency 

borrowings as yet. But overall this is expected to have a positive implication on the debt markets as it 

will take off some pressure of domestic supply and bring about more discipline on the dynamics of �scal 

de�cit.

The bond market rallied signi�cantly in June with global developments tilting towards monetary easing 

and sharp improvement in interbank liquidity situation. We expect the inter-bank liquidity to post a 

liquidity surplus to the north of `1 trillion, helped by seasonally lower currency leakage, higher 

government spending and scheduled RBI dividend transfer in August.  The valuations will still allow 

further upside in the �xed income space.

The focus of budget is clearly on improving the structural reforms, reviving investment climate and 

continuing �scal prudence. Reducing �scal de�cit target from 3.4% to 3.3%, indicates the government 

focus on prioritizing prudence over populism. The disinvestment target is raised to `1.05 trillion from 

`900 billion. The one time government guarantee up to `1trillion to buyers of high rated pooled assets 

of �nancially sound NBFCs is positive for the sector. Market took these initiatives in a positive way and 

10 year yield inched lower by 6 bps.

In this current scenario, investors looking at investments up to 1 year, can look at ultra short term funds, 

low duration and money market funds. For investments above 1 year, Corporate debt funds, Banking & 

PSU funds and short term debt funds can be looked at. Credit risk category funds,can be invested to add 

alpha to the portfolio and cannot be core part of the portfolio.

FIXED INCOME UPDATE

DEBT MARKET
OUTLOOK
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*Rebate up to ` 12,500 is available for those whose net taxable income does not exceed ` 5 lakhs, thereby resulting 
in zero tax liability. 

An investment into the NPS offers tax bene�ts under sections 80CCD (1), 80CCD (1b), and 80CCD (2) of 

the Income Tax Act. Investment up to `1.5 lakhs in NPS in a �nancial year is eligible for deduction under 

Section 80CCD (1). This deduction comes under the overall ceiling of `1.5 lakhs allowed under section 

80C. So, if you already claim a deduction of `1.5 lakhs through other eligible investment avenue under 

section 80C, then you cannot claim additional deduction for any amount invested in NPS under section 

80CCD (1).  However, a taxpayer can claim additional deduction of up to `50,000 invested in Tier I 

accounts of NPS under Section 80CCD (1b). This deduction is over and above the limit of `1.5 lakhs 

allowed under sections 80C and 80CCD (1). Hence, an individual can effectively avail a total deduction 

of `2.0 lakhs for amounts invested into the NPS in a single �nancial year.

TAX TO DISCOURAGE CASH TRANSACTIONS

In a bid to make India a less cash economy and push digital payments, Budget 2019 has proposed to 

impose tax deduction at source (TDS) at the rate of 2% if the total cash withdrawn in a �nancial year 

exceeds `1 crore from a bank, post of�ce or cooperative bank from a single account. 

ADDITIONAL TAX-BREAK TO HELP ACCOMPLISH THE ‘HOUSING FOR ALL’ DREAM

An individual can claim additional deduction of `1.5 lakhs on interest paid on home loan under section 

80EEA subject to the conditions listed below 

   The loan must be taken between April 1, 2019 and March 31, 2020

   The stamp duty value of house property must not exceed `45 lakhs

   Individual should not own any house on the date of sanction of loan

TAX FILING TO GET EASIER

Pre �lled tax returns are to be made available to taxpayers which would reduce the time taken to �le 

returns and increase the accuracy of reported income and taxes. That apart, the government has also 

announced that the Aadhaar can be quoted wherever PAN is required.

Here is a quick glance at some important announcements made in the interim budget apart from the 

tax proposals mentioned above.  

   Hike in Standard Deduction

 To provide relief to the salaried class, standard deduction was hiked by `10,000 to `50,000. 

   No tax on notional rent

 You will not be required to pay tax on notional rent (deemed rent) on your second house if it 

 is lying vacant. 

   Save tax on LTCG from house property

 If you have sold a house, then to save tax you can invest the long-term capital gains (LTCG) 

 into two houses instead of one earlier. However, this can be availed only if capital gains do 

 not exceed `2 crores and once in a lifetime of individual. 

A BUMMER FOR THE SUPER RICH

In line with our progressive tax structure, the government 

has further increased the tax on the rich to make good the 

revenue shortage on account of higher spending on 

welfare schemes and tax reliefs provided to the middle 

class. The surcharge for those earning between `20million- 

`50million has been increased from the present 15% to 

25%, and for those earning above `50million to to 37%. 

This would push the MMR (Maximum marginal rate) of tax 

to 42.74%, in the case of those earning above ` 50million. 

NO CHANGES IN TAX SLABS 

No changes in Tax slabs and rates were 

announced in the July budget (except 

for the change in surcharge for the 

super-rich).  In the interim budget, the 

government had announced a rebate 

for individuals whose taxable income 

does not exceed `0.5million and thereby 

will have to pay zero-tax.

NPS WITHDRAWAL SCHEME TO BECOME TAX FREE

2019 budget proposed to make the lump sum withdrawals of 60% at maturity tax exempt giving 

investors another reason to cheer. This means a person at the age of 60, on maturity, would be able to 

withdraw up to 60% of the corpus without payment of tax. The balance 40% of the corpus would have 

to be mandatorily used to buy an annuity plan and the annuity received would be taxed in the year of 

receipt. 

Below is a table of the latest income tax slabs and surcharge rates for Individuals below 60 years of age.

S. No Slab  Tax rate Cess Surcharge

1 Upto ` 2.5 lakhs - -  -

2 ` 2.5 lakhs to ` 5 lakhs 5.00% - 4.00%

3 ` 5 lakhs to ` 10 lakhs 12,500+20% of (TI- 5,00,000) - 4.00%

4 ` 10 lakhs to ` 50 lakhs 1,12,500+30% (TI-10,00,000) - 4.00%

5 ` 50 lakhs to ` 1 crore 1,12,500+30% (TI-10,00,000) 10.00% 4.00%

6 ` 1 crore to ` 2 crores 1,12,500+30% (TI-10,00,000) 15.00% 4.00%

7 ` 2 crores  to ` 5 crores 1,12,500+ 30% (TI-10,00,000) 25.00% 4.00%

8 Above ` 5 crores 1,12,500+ 30% (TI-10,00,000) 37.00% 4.00%

COVER STORY
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An investment into the NPS offers tax bene�ts under sections 80CCD (1), 80CCD (1b), and 80CCD (2) of 

the Income Tax Act. Investment up to `1.5 lakhs in NPS in a �nancial year is eligible for deduction under 

Section 80CCD (1). This deduction comes under the overall ceiling of `1.5 lakhs allowed under section 

80C. So, if you already claim a deduction of `1.5 lakhs through other eligible investment avenue under 

section 80C, then you cannot claim additional deduction for any amount invested in NPS under section 

80CCD (1).  However, a taxpayer can claim additional deduction of up to `50,000 invested in Tier I 

accounts of NPS under Section 80CCD (1b). This deduction is over and above the limit of `1.5 lakhs 

allowed under sections 80C and 80CCD (1). Hence, an individual can effectively avail a total deduction 

of `2.0 lakhs for amounts invested into the NPS in a single �nancial year.

TAX TO DISCOURAGE CASH TRANSACTIONS

In a bid to make India a less cash economy and push digital payments, Budget 2019 has proposed to 

impose tax deduction at source (TDS) at the rate of 2% if the total cash withdrawn in a �nancial year 

exceeds `1 crore from a bank, post of�ce or cooperative bank from a single account. 

ADDITIONAL TAX-BREAK TO HELP ACCOMPLISH THE ‘HOUSING FOR ALL’ DREAM

An individual can claim additional deduction of `1.5 lakhs on interest paid on home loan under section 

80EEA subject to the conditions listed below 

   The loan must be taken between April 1, 2019 and March 31, 2020

   The stamp duty value of house property must not exceed `45 lakhs

   Individual should not own any house on the date of sanction of loan

TAX FILING TO GET EASIER

Pre �lled tax returns are to be made available to taxpayers which would reduce the time taken to �le 

returns and increase the accuracy of reported income and taxes. That apart, the government has also 

announced that the Aadhaar can be quoted wherever PAN is required.

Here is a quick glance at some important announcements made in the interim budget apart from the 

tax proposals mentioned above.  

   Hike in Standard Deduction

 To provide relief to the salaried class, standard deduction was hiked by `10,000 to `50,000. 

   No tax on notional rent

 You will not be required to pay tax on notional rent (deemed rent) on your second house if it 

 is lying vacant. 

   Save tax on LTCG from house property

 If you have sold a house, then to save tax you can invest the long-term capital gains (LTCG) 

 into two houses instead of one earlier. However, this can be availed only if capital gains do 

 not exceed `2 crores and once in a lifetime of individual. 
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The Government in its union budget emphasized 

on achieving a target GDP of USD 5trillion by 

FY23. In view of the same and to ensure 

sustainable growth in the years to come, the FM 

had announced a targeted investment of 

`100trillion in infrastructure over the next 

5 years. Also an investment of `50trillion is 

expected on the railways over FY18-30. 

The budget proposals hovered around 

development of infrastructure, revival of rural 

economy and ensuring adequate supply of money 

to implement the ambitious investment plans 

from domestic and overseas sources.

The following policies were proposed in the 

Budget favoring the infrastructure sector:

1. The cumulative outlay for railways and 

highways was at ~`3.1trillion (14% higher than 

FY19 RE); while railway budget has been 

increased 15% YoY, road outlay was up by 13% 

YoY. 

2. Allocation to urban infra projects like Metro 

rail and AMRUT too had seen robust rise. 

Allocation for Metro rail projects was at 

`185billion which is up 18% compared to FY19 

(RE). While AMRUT scheme outlay at `73billion 

rose 14% YoY, capex for Smart Cities rose 5% YoY 

to `64.5billion.

3. While the investment requirement for railways 

was estimated at `50trillion between 2018 and 

2030, the current annual run rate of capex is just 

at ~`1.5-1.6trillion. Hence the government has 

proposed to rely on the Public-Private Partnership 

(PPP) model to encourage higher investments in 

development and completion of tracks, rolling 

stock manufacturing and delivery of passenger & 

freight services.

4. To enhance the pace of rural road construction, 

PMGSY-III is envisaged to upgrade 1,25,000km of 

road length over the next �ve years, at an 

estimated cost of `802billion.

5. The government intends to develop inland 

waterways in India to decongest roads and 

railways. This will be achieved by shifting a 

signi�cant portion of inland cargo from road and 

rail by using rivers for cargo transportation. As 

part of the Jal Marg Vikas Project for increasing 

navigational capacity of Ganga, a multi-modal 

terminal at Varanasi has become functional in 

November 2018 and two more such terminals at 

Sahibganj and Haldia and a navigational lock at 

Farakka will be completed in the current �scal.

Sector Update

INFRASTRUCTURE
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6. The government has also proposed a number of measures to enhance the sources of capital for 

infrastructure �nancing:

 a. A Credit Guarantee Enhancement Corporation, for which regulations have been noti�ed by

 the RBI, will be set up in FY20.

 b. The government will put in place an action plan to deepen the market for long-term bonds, 

 including corporate bond repos, credit default swaps etc.,with speci�c focus on the   

 infrastructure sector.

 c. The government proposes to permit investments made by FIIs/FPIs in debt securities issued by 

 Infrastructure Debt Fund – Non-Bank Finance Companies (IDFNBFCs) to be transferred/sold to 

 any domestic investor within the speci�ed lock-in period.

7. Total outlay for Smart Cities will be `65billion in FY20 against ~`62billion in FY19 (RE). Allocation to 

AMRUT programme is likely to rise from `64billion in FY19 (RE) to `73billion in FY20.

The construction activity and infrastructure segment had witnessed a stand still since Jan-19, owing to 

elections and tight liquidity conditions; the same was re�ected in the GDP numbers in 4QFY19. Also, 

cement prices recorded a reversal from its peak in May-19, indicating weaker demand outlook. The data 

on projects awarded in FY20 YTD reveals a drop in order awards for 7 consecutive months ending May 

2019 due to fall in orders mainly in Road/ Irrigation segment which was partially offset by Hospital. 

Orders in road segment dropped by 95.2% till May 2019 (YTD FY20), while the same in railways segment 

dropped by 56.4%.

But going ahead, the outlook looks promising for the sector given the budgetary allocation, 

easing of liquidity pressures in the post election period and bene�ts of a stable government kicking in. 

Within the infrastructure space our top picks are:

^

330
191
282
332 *

^Bloomberg consensus target price   *CSEC Target price
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In this month ‘Learn a Term’, we will be learning about different terms used in debt market and what 

it means to investors.

YIELD TO MATURITY (YTM): 

YTM is the total return that will be earned if the bond is held until maturity date. This YTM is 

expressed is expressed as an annual percentage rate and also referred as internal rate of return or 

market interest rate at the time of purchasing the bond by investor.

AVERAGE MATURITY: 

In a debt fund portfolio, term ‘Average Maturity’ refers to the weighted average of all the current 

maturities of the debt securities held in the fund. Weights are the percentage holding of each security 

in the portfolio.

Average maturity tells you the weighted average maturity of the fund which in turn represents the 

interest rate sensitivity. This means, longer the average maturity of the portfolio, higher will be the 

risk and volatility of the fund.

MODIFIED DURATION:

Modi�ed duration is a measure of calculating the bond price sensitivity to changes in its yield to 

maturity. In other words, the degree to which the bond price moves due to change in yield, i.e.  

Interest rate is directly proportional to the time to maturity.

MACAULAY DURATION:

While modi�ed duration measures the price sensitivity of a bond when there is a change in yield, 

Macaulay duration calculates the weighted average time before a bondholder would receive the 

bonds cash �ow.  In other words, it says the average number of years an investor must maintain a 

position in the bond until the present value of bonds cash �ow equals the amount paid for the bond.

LEARN A TERM
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